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Introduction

This variant makes a few modifications to the rules in order to make the game easier to teach, allow 
the losing player to catch up and react to his opponent, allow to use the white cards in the base 
game without customizing decks and gives you more time to build your empire.

On the other hand, the game is longer, probably around an hour, and it could be harder to win by 
supremacy, so the game is more likely to end by lack of cards.

Component Modification

Since there is no phases 1 and 2 any more, any card that refer to a phase 1 or 2 should ignore that 
piece of text. So far there is two cards that does that, the new text should be:

Ahtu: During phase 1, you have one additional action.
Khema: During phase 2, you may remove one scarab from any one card. 

Rule or card clarification

Kashdoru the pure: There is no specification about what happen when both player play that card in 
the same column. I decided that all leaders on both side lose power and text abilities.

Rule modifications

Action Points: At the begininng of his turn, a player get 3 action points. Actions points can be used 
for various purposes, but are mainly used to play cards. 

Reversed turn order: the phase now goes as follow in that specific order:
1- Suppremacy phase: Works like the original game, You may play at most 1 card with the "s" icon 
for free during the supremacy phase only.
2- Remove scarabs: You may spend 1 action to remove 1 scarab from any of your cards. (As an 
optional rule, you can restrict further and limit to removing 1 scarab per turn)
3- Activate cards: You may activate god cards actions. Cards with the prefix "action" will cost 1 
action point. Each action card be be used once per turn.
4- Play cards: Use remaining actions to play cards from your hand. The phase number of the card 
determine the number of actions required to play the card.

First player: On the first turn, the first player can play at most 1 card during his turn.

White common deck: The deck of white cards is shuffled and placed on the side. When a player is 
asked to draw cards due to any of those situation:

– Economic supremacy
– Card special ability
– Refreshing your hand

the player may draw at most 1 card from the white deck of cards. So if for example, a player needs 
to draw 3 cards, he can draw 1 white card and 2 cards of his color. The only way to draw 2 white 
cards in the same turn is to have economic supremacy and refreshing your hand. 
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